Custom to you...
With Origin, the
only limit is your
imagination.
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Your home, your doors – with all the little details just
as you want them. As with everything Origin, all of
our products are custom to you, and the Bi-fold Door
is no exception.

the slim sightlines will create a sophisticated and
timeless feel, helping maximize the flow of natural
light into your home.

Ranging from one to eight door sets, and with
door leaves as narrow as 1.5’ and as wide as 4’
(non-impact), there is a configuration available
guaranteed to match your requirements. No matter
which setup you choose, you can be assured that

Choose your overall size, amount of doors,
configuration, internal and external color, your
preferred threshold option, whether you want the
doors to open in or open out, handle style and
hardware color, then let us create the architectural
dream that is the Origin Bi-fold Door.

Overall size

Number of doors

Configuration

One or dual color

Threshold option

Open in or out

Handle model

Accessory finishes

Popular colors...
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Door Color

Recommended Q-Lon Color

7015M and MX5
9005M and YL222E
AA25
YA103E
Natural Oak and Golden Oak
Walnut
Mahogany

Graphite Grey
Black
Light Grey
White
Light Oak
Bronze
Chestnut Brown

Colors shown here may not be 100% representative.
Visit your local showroom or contact Origin directly for physical samples.

The Origin Bi-fold Door
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Handled with care...
The handles of an Origin Door are the perfect
finishing touch to the exquisitely designed system.
Choose from a selection of elegant handle styles and rest
assured that they have been designed and manufactured with
the same care and dedication as every other component.
In addition to striking the optimum balance between superior
strength and sleek design, our handles are exhaustively cycle
tested to ensure they mirror the flawless functionality of the
doors and stand the test of time.
Certain handle models can also be color coordinated in
any RAL color.

Premium stainless steel range

Solid stainless
steel lever handle
with separate
escutcheon

Solid stainless
steel lever handle
with separate
escutcheon

Solid stainless
steel lever handle
with separate
escutcheon

Solid stainless
steel lever handle
with separate
escutcheon

Solid stainless
steel handle
with long
back plate

(Style 253/280)

(Style 251/280)

(Style 301/280)

(Style 303/280)

(Style 253/270)

Popular aluminum range
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Security handle
lever white

Security handle
lever chrome

Security handle
lever black

Security handle
lever gold

(YSHLL-WH)

(YSHLL-PC)

(YSHLL-BL)

(YSHLL-PG)

The slave and D-handle – of which have been
specifically designed by Origin to withstand a pull of
1600 Newtons – are available in any one of the 150
RAL shades or a stainless steel finish, so they can be
matched or contrasted to the door itself.

The Origin Bi-fold Door
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Life with no boundaries...
The slim sightlines and expanse of space offered by the
Origin Bi-fold Door can transform a home, removing
the barrier between inside and out. The custom nature
of every Origin Door means that you can reduce that
barrier further through a choice of thresholds.
Weathered and non-weathered options are available,
so you can pick the right option for your home
depending on where the doors are going and how
exposed to the elements they will be.
Non-weathered options offer a level floor finish and
create a seamless transition between inside and out.
Non-weathered options are largely recommended for
internal usage.

Weathered threshold-standard.

With our cleverly engineered weathered option,
the track can be recessed and sunk into the floor,
leaving a minimal step into your new space. This
threshold type ensures a home is kept watertight
and weather protected.

Weathered and nonweathered thresholds
are available.
Non-weathered threshold.
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Mid-rail option...
Helping further broaden your design possibilities, Origin
offers the option of having a mid-rail pre-installed.
Paying tribute to an almost lost notion of a traditional
singular back door, the mid-rail offers more privacy
than a conventional door, and can be specified on any
style whether it be for the bi-fold, corner, French or
single door sets.
Elegantly executed, the mid-rail is fixed horizontally
and is available in two options – one being a 60:40
split, and the other a 50:50 split.

*Not available in all areas

The Origin Bi-fold Door
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Door types...
Bi-fold Door
The door that started it all.
Origin Bi-fold Doors come in configurations ranging
from two to eight door sets, and can create an
entirely new living space; all it takes is a gentle push.
Each door can be manufactured as narrow as 2’ and
as wide as 4’ (non-impact), and the folding and sliding
choices are there to help ensure you make the most
of your space requirements.
Please see page 26 for a rough indication of sizes and
popular configurations.

Corner Sets
Put simply, we know that there are times when
conventional door sets just won’t do.
No matter the type of build or how unconventional
the layout, we can work with you to ensure that you’re
making the right use of your space with the right door.
Sets of corner bi-fold doors allow for a point of light in
a previously shaded corner, and can be manufactured
with or without fixed posts for a truly unrestricted
panoramic view.
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French Door
Traditional style with a modern touch, Origin
French Doors are great for areas where space is at a
premium, to ensure you get the most from your view.
Hinged to open a full 180 degrees, they can be
manufactured to open inwards or outwards to
maximize on space, but will only open as far as the
brick or wall will allow.
French doors can stand alone in openings ranging
from 2.6’-8’. Alternatively, fixed panels can be added
to either side to fit into larger openings.

Single Door
Origin offers a single door option, which is
manufactured with the same care and attention
to detail as the rest of the Origin Home, ensuring
a beautifully harmonious look.
Our single door consists of the same slim profile as
our bi-folding doors, and can be used as a side exit
door or utility door.

The Origin Bi-fold Door
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Our recommended
2 door configurations:

Single Door

2 Door 2+0

Manufactured in the same high grade aluminum as
every other door type, the single door is great for
ensuring a matching, complementary style. It can be
used for any purpose including side exit, utility or
even back door.

Our recommended
3 door configuration:

2 Door French Door 3 Door 3+0

Our 2 door sets work for
small openings. This door
type comes with a mullion
and can be specified with a
slave locking barrel.

The Origin French Door
matches our bi-folding
doors perfectly. It
comes with our leading
multipoint locking system.

We recommend the 3+0 configuration as it allows for
all doors to be folded back in the same direction while
incorporating an everyday access door.

Also available:

3 Door 2+1

Key
Everyday
access door

Mullion

Manufactured
in the USA

Multipoint
lock

10 year
warranty

Custom

The Origin Bi-fold Door
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Configurations continued

Our recommended
4 door configuration:

Our recommended
5 door configuration:

4 Door 3+1

5 Door 5+0

The 3+1 is a favorite because it will give an everyday
access door, multipoint lock and no mullion. It also can
offer a French Door effect one side, with the additional
benefits of bi-folds on the remaining doors.

This configuration works almost identically to the 3+0
configuration, meaning it comes with an access door,
multipoint lock and no mullion.

Also available:

Also available:

4 Door 4+0
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4 Door 1+1

with fixed side panels

5 Door 4+1

5 Door 3+2

Our recommended
6 door configuration:

Our recommended
7 door configuration:

6 Door 3+3

7 Door 3+4

Ideal for larger openings, the 3+3 is one of the most
diverse configurations as it can operate as a French door
at the center, have 3 doors opening one way while the
other 3 remain closed, or they can be opened fully with 3
doors folding each way to offer complete symmetry.

This door set will allow you to have an everyday access door,
with our multipoint lock. We also recommend this configuration
due to its ease of operation.

Also available:

Also available:

6 Door 6+0

6 Door 5+1

7 Door 7+0

7 Door 6+1

7 Door 2+5

Key
Everyday
access door

Mullion

Manufactured
in the USA

Multipoint
lock

10 year
guarantee

Custom

The Origin Bi-fold Door
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